Physical Education Video Analysis Toolkit DVD-ROMs provide you and your students with a comprehensive toolkit to assess their progression against National Curriculum levels.

**Step 1:** Search or scroll using the Resource Finder to find the skill and level you’re looking for.

**Step 2:** Watch the clips from a range of angles to match to your students’ performance.

**Step 3:** Click Slideshow View tab to view each clip as a slideshow and print as handouts for your students.

- **Choose which view(s) to have on your handout:**
  - Concentrate on the whole skill or specific aspects
  - Choose how many images to have on your handout

**Focus on key positions by beginning playback at a specific point:**

**Use the student-friendly annotations to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the performance:**

- :-) Back knee slightly bent
- :-| swung back behind back leg but with limited range of movement
- :-) Body positioned side on to direction of throw.

**Visit www.oxfordsecondary.co.uk/vaatdemo to view an online demo**

Turn over to order your DVD-ROMs on 30 days’ free approval.